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The problem of an instructive and realistic
animation and visualization of the shadow-
and color-conditions during conjunctions of
actively and passively illuminated cosmic
objects has found only particularly satisfy-
ing solutions so far. As an example we study
a total solar eclipse.There are didactic short-
comings of specialized astronomical soft-
ware,eventhoughsolutionshavebeengiven,
whichare veryimpressivefor experts.
Using the possibilities of commercial 3D-
animation software we give an object-ori-
ented partial solution. In order to get correct
astronomical representations we model – for
different tasks – the object space under cine-
matic aspectswith parametersfor spatialand
temporal scaling, for illumination and col-
oring under couplings of varying strength.
The adaptation of the parameters to optimal
acceptance of the spectator must be done
aposteriori.
Key words: Animation of celestial conjunc-
tions – Object oriented motion simulation
– Illumination by bright sources – Weber-
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Extraordinary astronomic events like total solar
eclipses, meteroite falls or supernovae are rare and
not reproducible. The perception of human view-
ers highly depends on accidential weather circum-
stances and on the observation point. It is there-
fore desirable to produce artiﬁcial pictures and
ﬁlms, which give most realistic impressions of those
situations.
Incontrasttousualscienceﬁctionaseriousapproach
has to give correct simulations of the complicated
order of events for an earthbound spectator and for
varying virtual positions in space as well. The re-
sponsible designer has to master the tradeoff be-
tween a conceivableillustration and the reality of the
universe, which can be grasped – if at all – only via
temporalandspatialzooming.
Common astronomic visualisation software gives
very impressive solutions with respect to cinematic
correctness. But it doesn’t give satisfactory realis-
tic impressions of those events, where the immense
adaptive ability of the human eye needs to be mod-
eledinareasonableway.
The challenge of the great European solar eclipse of
1999 encouraged people to produce material of the
required kind. We point out the main difﬁculties and
suggest some solutions, which come from our own
experience.
2 General issues
2.1 Model coherence as basis for correct
representations of astronomic events
The representation of astronomic events like a solar
eclipserequires agoodastronomicalknow-how.The
motions of the heavenly bodies are determined by
physics–therearenodegreesoffreedom.Therefore,
there is no reason to model an autonomous behavior
of the objects,as it hasto be done,e.g.,in the anima-
tion ofanimals [7].
Anon-astronomermightrunintoheavymistakesun-
less his program is supported and controled by a co-
herent model. Therefore object-oriented program-
ming in the version of using the object space, which
starts from the geocentric or the heliocentric model
of the solar system, is required. Only then visualiza-
tionbearstheguaranteeforcorrectness!
Of course, the developmentof events cannot be sim-
ulated from the bottom of the basic physical laws:
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Fig.1. Orbiting planes
Newton’s differential celestial mechanic is not triv-
ial. We have to distinguish carefully between mathe-
maticalsimulations,whichareimpossibleforus,and
animated visualization. For the latter only the well
known cinematic consequences, which hide inertia
andgravitation,canbeused,i.e.weareworkingwith
Kepler’slaws.Thebasicreasonwhichcausestherel-
atively rare solar eclipses is the fact, that earth and
moonare orbiting in different planes(Fig. 1).
In order to demonstrate the really relevant features,
we have to conceal those effects, which are not es-
sential for the show. Thus, the fact, that earth- and
lunar-orbit are elliptic and not circular, is only im-
portant for the distinction between total and annular
eclipses. In such a case, it is more effective to regard
the lunar orbit as elliptic and to keep the earth’s or-
bit circular, eventhoughthe elliptic form of the earth
orbithasalsoaslightinﬂuenceonthisdistinction.
2.2 Space- and time-scaling for an
appropriate visualisation of conjunction
events
Within the astronomic context a strict object-orient-
ation produces speciﬁc problems, which are in the
centerofourpaper.
The main problem for the visualization of cosmic
motion- and illumination-events is scaling. The dif-
ferences in size between the objects sun, earth and
moon are such big, that for a reasonable common
representation of these three objects in one image,
a radical and non-uniform reduction has to take
place.
Programs like Redshift 3 [10] store all the data for
planetary objects in a uniform size in the object
space.Allthe dataofthis programresultfrom physi-
calsimulations,whichhavebeencollectedbyNASA
overa long time. The usercan either see big portions
of the sky with its stars. Or he can enlarge a scene
with a single object, or two objects in conjunction,
from a ﬁxed viewpoint. Single isolated Objects can
alsobeemphasizedviaspeciﬁcﬁlters.
In astro-software there are excellent facilities for
time zooming and thus for animation from a ﬁxed
observation point in real time. On the other hand
the choice of an appropriate observation position is
rather difﬁcult, and a convenient support for a dy-
namic change of the camera position is not always
available. The manipulations with programs like
Redshift require a lot of genuine own activity and of
astronomicknowhow.
Wehavetriedtoproduceanon-interactivevideo,and
indoingsotooptimizethechangeofsize-relationsin
orderto ﬁndagoodcompromisebetweenaninstruc-
tiveanimationandcorrectcinematics.
There remains a lot of basic psychological research
to be done concerning the creation of attractive and
comprehensible videos: How much of a complex
causalchaincanbegraspedbya spectator?Howfast
has an animated motion to be, how often has a scene
toberepeatedinordertobeunderstood?Howcanwe
simplify thingswithoutloosingessentials?
A general answer to all these question and the pro-
duction of an instructive accompanying audio was
beyondourpurposes.
2.3 Substitutes for model coherent
illumination- and shading-techniques
The illuminative power of the sun, which is an ex-
tendedobjectandbynomeansdot-like,issotremen-
dous, that we have to replace it by a technique of
imitating auxiliary constructions for an indirect illu-
mination of the scene. Nobody should look directly
into the sun without eye-protection – but this fact
cannotbesimulatedonthescreen.
As an actively illuminating object the sun should be
a goodcandidatefor applyingthe radiosity approach
to outdoor scenes. But during a total solar eclipse
therearebigproblems:
Consider two spheres like sun and moon (with same
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Fig.2. Development of a total solar eclipse
Fig.3. Magnitude of the occluded sun
is gradually covering the sun moving on the central
track from right to left with uniform velocity. Let ∆
be the distance of the centers S and M of sun and
moon, respectively. The time between the ﬁrst con-
tact (∆ = 2) and totality (∆ = 0) is about 80 min-
utes. Obviously, we have ∆
2 = cosα, and the uncov-
ered area A of the sun, which is proportional to the
absolute intensity and thus to the number of emitted
photons,is A = π(1− 2α
180)+sin(2α)(Fig. 2).
Figure3showsthedecreaseof A dependenton∆.
But the perception of the human eye follows Weber-
Fechners logarithmic law [2]. The visual magni-
tude mV has the value mV = 0 for bright stars, goes
down to mV = 23 at the lower limits of observabil-
ity and ends up at approximately mV =− 27 for the
bright sun. The scale for mV is adjusted by the con-
vention, that a factor 100 in absolute intensity cor-
responds to 5 orders of visual magnitude for per-
ception. Therefore one step on the mV-scale corre-
sponds to a factor
5 √
100 = 2.51, and the sun has
2.5127 = 6.3×1010 more intensity than a star of vi-
sual magnitude mV = 0. Since the corona of the sun
– which is the visible part of the sun at totality –
hasapproximatelymV =− 10.whichisroughlyalso
the magnitude of the full moon, mV for the sun is
decreasing during a total solar eclipse from −27 to
−10. Now mV – this quantity is actually perceived
bythe humanwatcher–behavesquitedifferent from
A: By taking logarithms of A,w eg e tt h es e c o n d
curve of Fig. 3, which shows a dramatic decrease of
brightness-perception within very few seconds be-
Table 1. Visual magnitude of sun between ﬁrst and second con-
tact
∆ seconds to go α Am V
2.0 4800.0 0.0 3.1416 −27.0
1.5 3600.0 41.41 2.6883 −26.831
1.0 2400.0 60.0 1.9132 −26.462
0.5 1200.0 75.522 0.9895 −25.746
0.4 960.0 78.463 0.7946 −25.508
0.3 720.0 81.373 0.5979 −25.198
0.2 480.0 84.261 0.3993 −24.760
0.1 240.0 87.134 0.1999 −24.009
0.05 120.0 88.567 0.1 −23.257
0.01 24.0 89.714 0.02 −21.510
0.005 12.0 89.857 0.01 −20.757
0.001 2.4 89.971 0.002 −19.010
0.0005 1.2 89.986 0.001 −18.257
0.0001 0.24 89.997 0.0002 −16.510
0.00005 0.12 89.998 0.0001 −15.755
0.00001 0.024 89.999 0.00002 −14.004
0.0 0.0 90.0 0.0 −10.0
fore totality (see also Table 1), a fundamental differ-
ence to the situation at sunset. Since the reduction
downtomagnitude−10doesonlyhappenin totality,
an annular solar eclipse is by far less attractive: The
mostdramaticsecondsaremissing.
The geocentric features of illumination and shading
(e.g. ﬂuttering and sickle-shapedshadowsandﬂying
lines) near the totality are not yet completely under-
stood, becausethere are rather few conﬁrmed obser-
vations and fotos. Therefore a realistic visualization
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It seems to us, that in designing visualizations the
difference between absolute and visual brightness is
often neglected. At least for total solar eclipses the
distinction is ofvital importance.
Thereareconsequencesalsoforvisualizationsin he-
liocentricspace:Arealisticrepresentationoftheum-
bra and penumbra of a solar eclipse cannot be de-
ducedautomaticallyfromtheobjectmodel:
First: The umbra of the moon is sharp and parallel
like a needle in space; the usual broad and conical
representation of it in popular texts is more instruc-
tive,butfalse.
Second: The sudden change of color and brightness
in the totality phase of an eclipse requires hand-
controledtechniquesforinterpolation andanimation
ofcolors andofillumination.
The common illumination-tools of 3D-visualization
software are spotlights and parallel lights, but none
of these correspond to the real illumination by the
sun.
The ﬁrst idea – to use parallel light in the earth-
moon-system – fails, because the penumbra of the
moononearth(viewedfrom space)isnotrealizable.
As a substitute one cantry to work with severalspot-
lights which are placed at the circumference of the
sun. The problem with this approach is – in addition
to performance problems – ironically the exact ren-
dering quality of 3D-visualization systems: For each
lightdifferentsharpshadowsarecreatedandcaneas-
ily bedistinguishedbythespectator.
While in reality the border between umbra and
penumbra is quite sharp thanks to the missing atmo-
sphere of the moon, the intensity of the penumbra
is actually decreasing only slowly with the distance
from theborder.
3 Main tasks
3.1 Geocentric presentation of a total solar
eclipse
First, the normal course of the moon and of the sun
over the sky is to visualize for one day or for one lu-
nation (29 1/2 days)in medium northern latitudes at
about the time of the equinoxes.The moon has to be
madevisibleevenatthetime ofthenewmoon,when
heisrunningactuallyinvisiblenearthesun.Thiscan
be achieved by a moderate self illumination of the
moon.
Usually the new moon passes the sun from above
or from beneath and doesn’t hit the sun. The inser-
tion of the annual orbit of the sun (ecliptic) and of
the monthly orbit of the moon into the image shows,
that a solar eclipse only happens, if the new moon
is situated in the intersection of both orbits, which is
called a knot or dragon-point. We have to illustrate,
that a solar eclipse is a pure visiblity phenomeneon
and that – contrary to a lunar eclipse – no objective
darkening of the eclipsed object takes place. On the
other hand, an illustration of the phasesof the moon,
of the rotation of the moon and of other features is
possible,butnotessential.
Themodelusesforthecentralearthtwosphereswith
different distances from the spectator in the center.
The near (metereological) sphere contains a cloud-
texture, the far sphere consist of a texture for ﬁxed
starsontheﬁrmament.Bothspheresaremovingwith
different speeds, no further animation is required.
However, sun and moon are moving independently
ontheirorbitsbetweenthetwospheres,themoonbe-
ing nearer and faster than the sun. There is no more
structure in the model. From Copernicus we know,
that the geocentric model is not the optimal basis
for the object space. Thus the danger to make as-
tronomic mistakes in this model with loosely linked
parameters is big – this was one of our ﬁrst bitter ex-
periences!
On the other hand, there was no need for a tight syn-
chronizationofallrelevantmotions;inparticular,the
rotation of the earth had not to be adjusted to the
speedof the moon and of the sun on the outersphere
for the ﬁrmament. The deeper reasons for an eclipse
areratherdifﬁculttoexplaininthegeocentricmodel.
The geocentric animation must be embedded into
a natural scenery of surfaces for the landscape in
connection with an appropriate illumination.We use
NURBS on the basis of approximating control ver-
tices(CVs).Theforegroundcontainswaterofalake,
the waves are animated by the phase of the space
warp, the reﬂection of the shining objects on the wa-
ter is animated in the video. The possible variations
of the relevant parameters (length and width of the
surfaces, number and weight of the vertices, ampli-
tude, wavelength and phase in x-a n dy-direction)
have been ﬁxed only after several psychologicaland
estheticexperimentswithstudentsoftheseminar.
Appropriate textures have been selected from the
material editor. The only difﬁcult problem was – of
course–thedesignofthesun.UsingtheGizmotech-
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to animate the brilliant radiation of the sun, we make
use of lens effects, which are usually undesirable in
illuminated scenes.
One has to take care of some well-known optical il-
lusions:Usuallythesizeofthe sunis over-estimated,
since the time when the sun is observable without
protection ﬁlter is usually about sunset and sunrise,
and then the horizon gives rise to a wrong illusion.
In our context we recommend to ignore the real size
and not to correct the incorrect expectations of the
viewer. Furthermore, people have in mind a yellow
sun,eventhoughthe“real”coloriswhite.Inkeeping
the sun yellow we also renounce to teach the viewer
toomanythingsatatime.
The sudden and strong darkening effect at the mo-
ment of beginning totality, which was mentioned
above, has as far as we know never been presented
ona videoin a realistic manner.Since peopleusually
didnotpersonallyexperienceatotalsolareclipsebe-
fore, one is unable to produce realistic impressions
on a virtual basis. The range of sensitivity of the
human eye is by far greater than that of any usual
ﬁlm-material. Only very recently there seem to exist
new techniques for photo-reproduction, which have
the ability of good adjustment to fast changes of il-
lumination intensity and thus will yield natural ex-
amples for virtual animation. But surely we have to
work for the time being with a hand-controledcolor-
animation.
Since the blinding effect of the sun cannot be sim-
ulated on a screen, the abrupt transition between
the partial occultation – when observation with the
naked eye is dangerous – and the phase of full total-
ity hasto besimulatedin a differentway:Wechange
thebackgroundofthe skyabruptlyfrom light blueto
black.
3.2 Heliocentric visualisations from different
positions in space
Forthismoredifﬁculttaskweneedamodelinthehe-
liocentric object space. Sun, earth and moon are the
basic objects, they form a hierarchy in this order [6].
Ashierarchicalauxiliaryobjectswe introduce:
Orbit of the earth around the sun, orbit of the moon
around the earth (the corresponding orbit-plane is
realized as a mesh-plane), umbra and penumbra of
moon and earth; moreover the knot-line of the plane
ofthepresentmoon-orbitandpossiblytheline ofthe
apsides,i.e.themainaxisofthepresentellipseofthe
moonorbit.
This system of objects is equiped with reasonably
deﬁnedparameters:
Radii of sun, earth and moon, the axes of the moon-
orbit-ellipse, furthermore rotation and inclination
of the corresponding plane around and against the
ecliptic, rotations of earth and moon and the inclina-
tions of the axes of rotation; velocity of the earth on
its coursearoundthe sunandofthe moonaroundthe
earth,respectively.
The choicesfor these parameters can be made a pos-
teriori with the help of the selected software in a dy-
namic manner – but the optimization is difﬁcult: The
distancebetweenthe sunandtheearth-moon-system
must be decreased by more than a factor 100, the
distance between earth and moon must be reduced
by 50%. In a similar manner the radius of the sun
has to be reduced very much, while the relation be-
tween earth- and moon-radius has to be maintained.
We also change the inclination of the moon-orbit-
planefrom 5to 10degrees.
We use different cameras with independent motion
dynamics as a standard tool of animating visualisa-
tion software.
Fromalltheserequirementsitisobvious,thataphys-
ically based simulation of the system as it might be
suggested by Hégron [6] is impossible. Only a cin-
ematic model tolerates those parameter manipula-
tions.
One could ask, whether an arbitrary change of geo-
metric and temporal scales affects the physicalplau-
sibility of our animation. Is it really desirable to
couple the dimensions of our system and the tem-
poral conditions in the orbits according to Kepler’s
laws?In our opinionthe answeris no, sinceKepler’s
laws are direct consequences of Newton’s gravita-
tion theory – and gravitation forces between cos-
mic objects are extremely non-intuitive. The appar-
ent area of an object grows with the square of its
linear dimension, but the volume (and therefore the
mass) grows with the third power. Each shrinking
model of cosmic objects under-estimates the inﬂu-
ence of gravitation by the reduction factor in the
model.
Therefore, man has no direct feeling for the gravita-
tionforceswhichcomefrom sunandmoon–e.g.the
tides. And the inﬂuenceof the planetJupiter, e.g.,on
the motion of the earth in space is much bigger than
it is usually supposed. Therefore, we have a wrong
intuition concerning celestial motions anyway, and
coupling between size and motion of these bodies
doesnotimproveplausibility.W. Oberschelp et al.: Visualizationof eclipses and planetaryconjunction events 315
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Fig.4. Planetary system overview showing orbits of earth and moon
Fig.5. Lunar eclipse
In summary, it was possible to get a good compro-
mise between the values of the real world and those
values,whichareoptimalfromapsychologicalpoint
ofview.
But there are limits of the effectivenessof model co-
herence! These limits are connected to illumination-
andcoloringproblems.
A realistic modeling of the sun as a source of light
is impossible with the available software for visual-
ization.Theultimatesolutionatleastfortheshadows
in the empty spacewas somewhatdirty, but efﬁcient:
In order to get a convincing fog manipulation we
addedtwonestedsemi-transparentcylindersforeach
of moon and earth; then using the anti-aliasing tools
of the system, we got a seemingly realistic view to
theshadowsinspace.
The techniques of spot-lights and of parallel lights
are unable to simulate penumbra phenomena, which
occurwith anextendedlight sourceofthe sun’sradi-
ation power. Initially we worked with a dozen of dif-
ferent sources of light, which were distributed over
the surface of the sun. But the gradual decrease of
the penumbra near the totality-region was simulated
only badly, and the sharp contrast to the central um-
bra was also not achieved.A useful further improve-
ment for these defects consists in postprocessing the
renderedframeswith the videosoftwaresystem.
What is the “correct” model to show the moon’s
shadowon earth if we are virtual observersin space?
It might seem that the number of photons is the cor-
rect illumination measure – and not the subjective
Weber–Fechner-controlled perception of an earth-
bound observer.Thusthe borderbetween umbra and
penumbra should not be sharp – according to curve
A in Fig. 3. Since we are still lacking real photos
from space in the extraordinary event of a total solar
eclipse, we are uncertain about the optimal model-
ing of the umbra’s sharpness: Our own subjective
evidence according to curve mV might encourage us
to model a very sharp border. This discussion raises
doubts,wetheritisreasonableatalltoconceiveavir-
tual observerin space,who is notequipedwith some
artiﬁcialprotectionandsupportforhiseyes.
Another related problem is the visualization of um-
bra and penumbra in the empty space without any
objects which are hit. Here we implant appropriate
cones into the scene, which give the control for fog
manipulations.
Summary: The development of a general optimiza-
tion technique for the illumination of planetary ob-
jectsinascaledobjectspaceisnotyetsolved!
Viewing the earth during a total solar eclipse from
the position of the moon or from nearby space has to
take into account the rotation of the earth. While it
is easy to cover the globe with a texture of the con-
tinents and make it rotate around the inclined earth
axis, the choice of the rotation-speed-parameter re-
quires a loose linking to the speed for the moon,
which runs in front of the earth. We accelerated the
moon in his orbit by 50%. We also had to choose
a camera viewpoint, which is close to the direc-
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If we want to establish a realistic texture for the
surface of the moon in order to look at him from
space, we have to adapt the rotation speed of the
moon to his orbit-speed. Then the moon shows his
front side always to the viewers from earth, how-
ever from outer space the back side is also partially
visible.
In principle this model can easily be reﬁned, if we
model the periodic change of the form (excentricity)
of the momentary lunar orbit ellipse. Then phenom-
ena like annular solar eclipses and also the libration
ofthemooncanbevisualized,(wehavetodesignthe
speed on the ellipse in the spirit of Kepler’s second
law).
Another new task is to visualize longtime periods,
which extend over a lot of years, like the Meton-
or the Saros-cycle. Here we have to link the rota-
tion time of the knot-line and the (different) rotation
time oftheapsides-linewith the annualrevolutionof
the earth around the sun and of the moon around the
earth.
In order to make these long periods also for short
videos comprehensible, a reasonable design of the
ratios of velocities is required. Here the renunciation
of simulations on a gravitational basis makes a com-
plete relaxation of the spatial and the temporal order
ofeventspossible.
But there are limits of relaxation, as we have seen:
Theautomaticanimationoflightandcolourchanges
with spatial and temporal zooming. Furthermore,
there is an informal tradeoff between the tight link-
ing of the model parameters and the reliability of the
outputwith respecttoastronomiccorrectness.
Theheliocentricmodelisalsogoodforthevisualisa-
tion of conjunction events other than solar eclipses.
As an example we have created a video for a lunar
eclipse.Here the shadowof the earth really works as
causefortheeclipsingofthemoon.
Here the radiosity approach would be possible
in principle, since the illumination of the earth-
atmosphere is responsible for the colour of the
eclipsed moon. But considering the various possible
conditionsof the atmospherewhich might affectthis
coloration,we conﬁnedourselvesto the anti-aliasing
techniquementionedabove.
Ina similarmannerthestandardtechniqueofseveral
moving cameras with independent zooming enables
us to visualize situations from quite uncommon per-
spectives. We produced a journey (video) over the
dragonlineoftheearth-moonsystemwith somefan-
tastic illuminations.
There seems to exist a certain need to produce re-
alistic videos and movies for virtual travels to other
celestial objects of the planetary system or to ob-
jectsindeepspace.Thepresenttechniquetoproduce
space mission movies relies mostly on pure fantasy
withonlyverylittle physicalbackground.
The use of an object space and coherence in visibil-
ityaretheﬁrstrequirementsforthoseproductions.A
“correct” view to Saturn from a position on its ring
or to Jupiter from one of its satellites is a major chal-
lengefor future videoartists.
A “realistic” modeling of the illumination effects
could be achieved with a model of that kind which
was discussed for the total eclipse: With respect to
Weber–Fechner’s law the occlusion of a shining ob-
ject like the sun shows a development, which de-
pends on the brightness of the shining object, on
the atmosphere of the occluding object and on the
visibility conditions at the position of the observer.
AsunsetonMarswiththeverythinatmospherethere
or the immersion of a spacecraft into the gaseous
worldofJupitermightbedesignedwithaserioussci-
entiﬁc background and with an illumination model
behind. The animation of a movement under exotic
gravity conditions is one of the dreams, the real-
ization of which is far beyond the present possi-
bilities: It would be very attractive to model a re-
alistic soccer game on moon or on mars automati-
cally with the only need to ﬁx the appropriate grav-
ity parameter – but such a solution seems to require
heavy physical simulation efforts and is – as we
mentioned in 2.2 – the task of another discipline of
informatics.
4 Conclusion
Wehavegivensolutionsforgeocentricandheliocen-
tric visualisations of solar eclipses on the basis of
professional software. Some speciﬁc shading prob-
lems which arise from the cosmic dimensions of our
modelhaveto be solvedseparately.Forstudentteam
purposes,therenderingtime isconsiderableandpre-
ventsustogiveidealandprofessionalsolutions.
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